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Abstract
Healthcare organizations represent a complex context relying on a vast amount of critical information from internal and external sources for effective execution of clinical processes and engendering favorable patient outcomes. We examine the effects of information technology (IT)-enabled information integration capabilities on healthcare organizations’ clinical process execution performance and subsequent patient outcomes. We conceptualize two facets of information integration capabilities (i.e., ability to use information technologies to share, receive, and synthesize health information across operational units, systems, and stakeholders)—internal and external—and hypothesize that these capabilities will influence clinical process performance (i.e., effective execution of clinical processes in accordance with best practice clinical procedures and standards), which in turn will influence two important patient outcomes—experiential quality and patient satisfaction. We further hypothesize that health information integration capabilities will moderate the relationship between clinical process performance and patient outcomes. Using a 6-year longitudinal dataset gathered from multiple sources, we found support for our key hypotheses (N = 5,808 hospitals in the United States). We found that, in addition to the direct positive effects on clinical process performance and patient outcomes, health information integration capabilities had a moderating effect on the relationship between clinical process performance and patient outcomes suggesting that these capabilities would enhance the effectiveness of clinical processes in engendering favorable patient outcomes. Our findings offer insights on the mechanism of information integration through which IT facilitates and transforms healthcare organizations to be patient-centric.
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